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A Lot Line Resolution Should Not
Start Another Civil (Engineer) War!

T

here’s a lot of drama and
distrust surrounding the Hill
Top redevelopment project.
But, the lot line dispute
between Civil Engineering firms can –
and should – be resolved without adding
to the drama.
Whatever the outcome, it’s not going
to noticeably change our overall project;
its cost or location; and it’s not going
to change our plans for full promontory
overlook access (which we support).
What we care about most is clarity
and predictability. We cannot obtain
title insurance or financing until this is
resolved; and our plans, which stand at
approximately 30% complete, can’t go
much further until this lot line definition,
like the paper street agreement, is
complete.
RFI #50 points out a conundrum from
our perspective but does in fact reflect a
real “paper” dispute that must be resolved
in order to move forward. We apologize
in advance for the technical nature of this
article, but if you look at the three survey
pictures at right, we believe that you will
get the picture.
Multiple boundary surveys of the Hill
Top property have been conducted,
beginning as far back as 1869. These
include:
S. Howell Brown Plat - 1869
Appalachian Surveys WV LLC- 1990
Gordon Associates, Inc. Survey - 2007
Ed Johnson and Associates Inc.
Survey - 2011
n
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The Appalachian Survey, Inc. survey
was performed at the request of former
Hill Top owner William H. Stanhagan
in 1990. Dewberry® subsequently
purchased Appalachian and performed a
new survey of the Kennedy lot.
When SWaN purchased the Hill Top
property, it hired Gordon Associates,
Inc., to conduct a survey in December
2007. The Gordon survey had the
advantage of examining many lots and
several of the original blocks in their
entirety and in one concurrent survey,
as opposed to the one-lot-at-a-time
survey processes that were conducted
by others over many years.
While preparing this more holistic
boundary survey of the Hill Top site,
the Gordon team also encountered
contradicting recorded and physical
boundary evidence – both through
field evidence and through historical
information. The resulting boundary
survey by Gordon strongly supports a
preponderance of boundary evidence
and aligns with the 1869 plat prepared
by S. Howell Brown, which depicts far
fewer structure encroachments into public
rights-of-way and adjacent properties than
the Appalachian survey.
As shown in the graphics included here,
the Appalachian survey was prepared
to define the limits of “Block BB.” The
boundary survey commissioned by SWaN
and performed by Gordon was prepared
to re-establish the boundaries of the Hill
Top House, as well as the surrounding
public rights-of-way and properties, which
included a portion of Block BB.
In 2011, Harpers Ferry hired Ed
Johnson and Associates to develop a
survey of the limits of the paper East
Ridge Street. His findings, which agreed
with the former Kennedy lot survey, did
not honor the existing street rights-of-way
of the real streets or the intent of paper
rights-of-way of the “Historic Harpers
Ferry Grid,” outlined in 1869.
To resolve the differences,

representatives from Appalachian, Ed
Johnson and Associates and Gordon
Associates met in 2011 and reviewed
the methodologies used in their survey
developments. The intent of the meeting
was for Gordon to inquire whether any
key historical boundary evidence may
have been destroyed over the decades
and was not included in the Gordon
survey. No such evidence, or recollection
of any, was brought to Gordon’s attention.
The conclusion of that meeting was they
agreed to disagree.
As you can see in the surveys, the
rights-of-way lines in both the Appalachian
and the Johnson surveys include a
counter-clockwise rotation of several
parcels. The graphic depicting these
surveys, overlaid on the 1869 S. Howell
Brown Plat known as the Historic Harpers
Ferry Grid, shows a rotation that pushes
the Washington Street houses not owned
by SWaN into the Washington Street rightof-way. It also pushes the intersection of
York and East Ridge Street into the CSX
railroad tracks.
Given the importance of the S. Howell
Brown Plat, both historically and in
developing the Town Ordinances, it is
SWaN’s position that the Gordon survey
should govern all discussions related to
rights-of-way boundaries and negotiations
of their use. The survey was the most
comprehensive of the entire area and
provides the best evidence for the
orientation of all properties holistically.

S. HOWELL BROWN HISTORIC PLAT (1869)
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Here are other points of relevance in
comparing the surveys:
n The Gordon survey is not just based
on one surveyor’s opinion alone –
Gordon held a group review with several
licensed surveyors and considered all the
evidence.
n In Block E, there are three found rebars, several fence lines and a boundary
line adjustment plat by Appalachian’s
licensed surveyor that all support the
Gordon survey and are contradictory to
the evidence that Ed Johnson held on the
same block.
n The Johnson survey gives no weight
to evidence of possession that is not
a marked corner, such as fence lines,
walls or the actual physical location of the
paved streets.
n The Johnson survey does not explain
why all the opposing boundary evidence
should be discounted entirely or why two
corners are five feet off of his established
right-of-way. This survey only examined
the boundary evidence that aligns
with the Appalachian plat. Johnson’s
report was unsuccessful at examining
all the boundary evidence and does not
acknowledge that contradicting evidence
is present or found.
n The Johnson survey states that his
calculations of Block BB are based solely
on his opinion of the alignments of Blocks
E and F (while seemingly discounting the
several found corners along Washington
Street) and then later states in the closing
paragraph that the proper way to survey
city blocks is to treat each block (“island”)
independently.
n The Appalachian/Johnson
orientations of Block BB place the corner
of Block BB - Lots 1 & 2 at the intersection
of York Street and Ridge Street in the
railroad right-of-way and overlapping the
small triangular Ashbaugh conveyance at
the end of Ridge Street. Neither of these
are shown on the Johnson survey or
addressed in the accompanying report.
The question is: If there is some
boundary evidence to support both
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scenarios, which orientation is
correct? Gordon had to consider all the
evidence, including the property corners
on the surrounding blocks on the north
side of Ridge Street going back to the
railroad right-of-way, the railroad rightof-way itself, the National Park property
monuments, the physical locations of
the existing roads and the original intent
of the 1869 S. Howell Brown Plat. The
Appalachian/Johnson surveys indicates
“drifting,” which is excessive and
inconsistent with the nearby blocks.
From time to time, neighbors find they
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encounter boundary overlaps and other
issues. Normally, the involved parties
meet to hash out agreements. In the case
of the Hill Top House site, the boundary
issue — like so many other aspects of this
project — is contentious.
Regardless of the survey used, East
Ridge Street has a 50-foot right-of-way
and neither survey affects the goal of the
street-use agreement being discussed
with the Town. Remembering that and in
the spirit of partnership, SWaN hopes to
come to an amicable resolution with the
town before we grow too old.

Please sign up to learn more about the Hill Top House
Hotel and the site plans at www.hilltophousehotel.com
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Beginning with colored pencils,
inks, pastels, and collage,
Tara creates intimate images
of the dream imagined. She
makes originals, bookmarks,
hand-colored prints, digital
prints, bookmarks, greeting
cards, and paper jewelry…all
featuring luminous, joyful images of
her own design. Tara, born in La Jolla, CA, has lived in
the Shenandoah Valley since 1967. She appreciates
the area’s beauty and many vistas. With her husband,
they hike trails, watch birds and admire mountains,
fields of flowers and the night sky. She shows her art
locally at the Jefferson County Museum Shop and in
selected studio tours and art events.
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